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market Research

ididentify opportunities

idtarget audience

idbrand platform
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idhistory & product

In 1968 a design 
student in San 

Francisco writes his 
thesis on the use of  

water in beds  

In the 70’s it is seen 
as part of the sexual 
revolution and get  

endorsed by 
celebrities  

In 1986 the bed 
market  

consisted of 20 % 
water beds in USA 

marketed as a 
sexual product  

The product was 
suddenly perceived as 

cheesy and the sales fell  
through the floor 



Innovation

Tradition

Scientific

Natural

Possibility



Exclusive

Social

High price

Possibility

Possibility

low priceaffordable

expensive



insights
idIDENTIFY OPPORTUNITIES 

Generation Y is a 
clean slate

Increase in 
biophelic 
interest 

Innovation & Natural 

Expensive & Social 



target audience

Instinctively   Curious   Urban   millennials 

they are in 
touch of their 

needs.
early adopters 

that are open for 
new experiences 
and adventures. 

city professionals 
who enjoy city 

life, but crave the 
peace of nature. 

a young 
generation

 between 
23 - 30.

idtarget audience



contextual approach

Instead of battling on function, we battle on natural connection 

Instead of theoretical, organic 

Instead of conservative, disruptive  

Instead of practical, adventures 

Instead of hard selling, laid back enthusiasm

idcontextual approach 



brand ingredients 

]

VISION:  

Make you sync with your nature, 
and the nature around you. 

PROVENANCE:  

Providers of the sleeping 
experience for the curiously 

instinctive 

CULTURE:  

We act insightful and conscious, 
helping city dwellers to get in 

contact with their roots

DELIVERY:  

A natural sleeping oasis in a fast 
paced urban life

PROCESS:  

We work with excited tranquility, 
adaptive, natural, enthusiastic

idbrand ingredients



Biophilic Living 

	 	 	 	 	  
Meaning:  

the inherent connection  

between humans and nature	



We love nature.  

We love the peace of mind it brings us.  

The way it can recharge us.  

And this is what we bring. 

We love the city. Although our quite vocal passion for nature may make it 
seem otherwise. We enjoy our jobs, and push ourselves daily. To cope with 

this fast paced urban life, our body requires a regular dose of peace and 
tranquility. One that is only found in the remoteness of  nature. Whether 
it’s our plant filled office, or the weekend road trips into the mountains; 

the green influx is mandatory and keeps us on top of our game.  

Unlike other bed brands, we do not wish to give you the ‘ultimate sleeping 
experience’. We believe sleeping is more than an experience. Following the 
natural biorhythms of our bodies we wish to recreate the serenity of vast 
nature when you lay your head on your pillow, syncing your senses and 

calming your mind. Nature will become an interwoven and effortless 
element of our lives, once again.
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Sleeping in nature. 

thank you. 


